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Message

Message from Bimal Kantaria,
Director, Elgon Kenya Limited

W

elcome to the first edition of Elgon Kenya Limited’s newsletter that
has been introduced to communicate our activities and capture
new developments. Since inception in 1956, the company, an
indigenous firm owned and managed by Kenyans has grown
into the leading supplier of a wide range of agricultural inputs
and services, as well as developed other lines such as packaging materials, irrigation
equipment, hardware and building materials plus plastic products.
The firm is Certified ISO 9000: 2000 since 1999 and also now BRC-SGS certified from
the UK. It has has been recognized by among others, the Kenya Revenue Authority as a
distinguished tax payer and last year we were among those feted at the Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year Awards 2011. The company has operations in Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania and Ethiopia, and has stepped up regional expansion to position itself as an
East African Community business.
To a large extent, the success of Elgon Kenya Limited stems from serving this zone
with a strong, motivated, technical and experienced sales team which is committed
towards a better service to our customers and the consumers while core values of
commitment to quality and better services make the group a name to reckon with in
the region.
Considering that Kenya is basically an agriculture economy, our objective is to
develop products and services that support the growth of this key sector to foster
development and food security, and in the process become a leader in crop protection.
Irrigation and agriculture technology is what will make an Israel out of Kenya, only
that we can make it better because we have more land and water. Add to this hybrid
seeds and modern farming methods and we will produce more than we need and leave
surplus for export.
The coffee industry is probably the best example of renewed growth with farmers
earning close to Ksh 100 a kilo this season, from a low of Ksh 12 two years ago. Elgon
Kenya Limited opened a division of coffee products last year when the sector started
showing signs of recovery with reports indicating that the boom was informed by
rising demand for the popular beverage against constrained supply in the international
markets.
Kenya’s coffee is a favourite in the global scene where it is purchased to blend with
produce from other countries. At the moment, a growing middle class in both the
developed and developing economies has seen a steep rise in demand . Dwindling
supplies mainly due to climate change has kept fortunes high while in Kenya, most
of the main coffee producing farms of Kiambu have been converted into real estate
creating a huge shortage of the bean.
This development is unlikely to change. Most coffee cooperatives are on the rebound
with farmers who had abandoned the crop now going back to production. Demand
for coffee specific fertilizers, chemicals and extension service is high, an indication that
things can only get better
All indications are that coffee is headed to reclaiming its lost glory as the leading
foreign exchange earner for Kenya, a position it held until the 1990s when it was
overtaken by tea, horticulture and tourism. We at Elgon Kenya Limited are proud to be
associated with this growth.
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Kenya Limited and circulated to its
suppliers in the region

Elgon Kenya Ltd

Elgon Kenya Limited is arguably the leading supplier of
agricultural inputs and related products and services
in Kenya, and is preparing to replicate this success in
the greater Eastern Africa region. This accomplishment
has been attained through a well thought out strategy
to position the company as a leader in this sector.
It is in recognition of this that the firm was placed
among winners in the 2011 Ernst & Young Entrepreneur
of the Year Award, alongside giants like Equity Bank
and Bidco.
In this inaugural newletter, we celebrate our
innovations and the efforts the company is taking
to play its role in the development of the agriculture
sector in Kenya. Needless to say, the country is an agro economy, deriving more than
60 per cent of its growth from this industry, which also employs more than 80 per cent
of the population, majority of these in the rural areas.
We appreciate that over the past few years, the government has taken steps to develop
the agriculture, with increased budgetary allocation and interventions geared towards
increasing productivity. The private sector too has played its role, and it is the efforts
of the latter that oiled the wheels even when the industry was almost on its knees due
to massive neglect.
Now that the government is giving the sector the attention it deserves, we can only
double our efforts at reaching more farmers. Elgon Kenya has been at the forefront of
holding farmer field days, which are mostly done in conjunction with the agriculture
ministry officials in respective areas, and the overwhelming attendance by farmers
who have demonstrated eagerness to learn new products and farming methods is
testimony to the critical role of extension services.
It is therefore imperative that the private sector and the government work closely to
train farmers, and Elgon Kenya will stay focused on this.
Also important is that the company is monitoring developments in the agriculture
sector so that it can fashion its products and services according to market
requirements. It is for this reason that we have taken a deliberate move to work with
players in leading sectors – coffee, tea, horticulture – to supply to them.
And we don’t just sell products; we have a team of agronomists in all the major
production regions, who are always at the ready to help farmers.
The past year 2011 was great for the company, and we are looking at a better 2012
despite this being an election year. We appeal to all to maintain peace, for without it,
we cannot develop ourselves.

East Gate Road, off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: (020) 6534410 Fax: (020) 6534807
Email: info@elgonkenya.com
Website: www:elgonkenya.com
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Directors
Chairman: Mr. Rajnikant N. Kantaria

Director: Mr. Bimal R. Kantaria
Bimal Kantaria has been a Director in the
group since 1991, since graduating from the
UK, initially starting his career in Purchasing,
then onto Sales and finally in Operations.
His education background is B.Soc. Sc in
Economics, Masters in Business Administration
(MBA) and a MSc. in Packaging Technology.
Bimal is also a member of the Rotary Club of
Industrial Area, Nairobi and also a Board Director of Kenya Association of Manufacturers.

Director: Mr. Baiju R. Kantaria
Rajni Kantaria has been a Director of the company since the 1960’s and was
the original founder of a majority of the company’s various divisions, along
with his brother Chandu who has since retired.
Rajni is now the executive Chairman of the group and is a guiding force in
all the major decisions.
Rajni is also very active in the community and has been the past Chairman
of the Hindu Council of Kenya, Desai Memorial Foundation, Shree Lohana
Mahajan Mandal and Federation Chairman of the Giants organisation in Kenya. He has also been awarded the prestigious Head of State Commendation
(HSC) by the President of Kenya in December 2004 for his contribution in
various social activities in Kenya.

Baiju Kantaria has been a Director in the
group since 1992, since graduating from the
UK, initially starting his career in Purchasing
and is now responsible for overall sales in the
group.
His education background is BSc. in Economics from Manchester University and
Masters in Business Administration (MBA)
from City University in London.
Baiju is a past Chairman of the Round Table
no.21, a charitable organisation which looks
after the welfare of the less-able.
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Irrigation

Irrigation the answer to food security

I

n response to the challenges brought
on the agricultural sector by climate
change and shortage of water, Elgon
Kenya Limited has launched a new
approach to irrigation technology for
small and large scale farming in East Africa.
The technology is developed by Israelbased NaanDanJain Limited, the leading
global provider of customized irrigation
solutions operating in more than 100
countries worldwide. These include Spain,
France, Italy, Australia, Mexico, Brazil, Chile
and Peru, while it has irrigation sites in Israel,
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Spain, Australia, Brazil, Chile, U.S.A, India
and Turkey.
“By introducing NaanDanJain Irrigation
technology to the region, Elgon Kenya seeks to
bring Israel’s world recognized best agricultural
technologies,” said Bimal Kantaria, Elgon Kenya
director. NaanDanJain Irrigation has more than
70 years in developing tailor-made irrigation
technologies that have seen Israel, a tiny
country with no water of its own, grow into the
world’s agricultural technology showcase, and
a leading exporter of agricultural produce, and
technology.
As Kenya embarks on the road to attaining
Vision 2030, agriculture, the mainstay of the
country’s economy, responsible for 51 per cent
of productivity must be developed in line with
the Vision. Even under the new Agriculture
Sector Development Strategy 2010-2020
launched by President Mwai Kibaki and being
implemented by a cross-section of ministries
dealing with the various agricultural subsectors irrigation has been cited as the most
important activity that will be promoted to
realize the set goals.
It is with this in mind that Elgon Kenya

has introduced the division that will align its
business with the targets of the government and
private sector approach to handle agriculture as
a business as we move away from the traditional
subsistence approach.
“Irrigated farming is going to play a vital role
in developing agribusiness” said Mr Kantaria.
In the most agriculturally developed
countries, science and technology is
behind the success, and Kenya, being quite
advanced, only needs to take its agriculture
to the next level by incorporating the latest
developments. Kenya is already advanced
in greenhouse farming, and only needs to
make the practice a culture at all levels, for
both local and export produce.
NaanDanJain designs high quality solutions
that deliver increased productivity per unit
of resources. Our expertise drives higher crop
yields, minimizes risks, and saves precious
non-renewable resources. Elgon’s goal is to
give the best solution for marginal as well
as large scale farmers for irrigation through
technologies that are suited to adaptation
of advanced irrigation solutions to all crops,
climates, soil types and water sources.

Environment

For the love of the environment
Elgon Kenya Limited introduces a range of new IPM products

BY BAIJU KANTARIA

A

s
main
consumers
of
produce
Kenya’s
fresh
continue to demand cleaner,
environmentally
friendlier
growing
practices,
local
companies are introducing products that
guarantee safety.
Elgon Kenya Ltd, has joined hands with
London-based Russells IPM for the sale of
products for use in integrated pest management
(IPM) systems. These include pheromone traps
that target aphids, white flies and thrips as well as
sticky boards, rods and physical traps that target

fruit flies and other pests.
We also have solutions for store grain pests
as well as traps and pheromones for fruit fly
management and control. IPM is a pest control
and management method that minimizes use of
pesticides.
Over the past five years, Kenyan growers,
who export 94 per cent of their flower products
to Europe, have increased the use of natural
predators, cultural methods and other IPM
techniques. This is because the European
consumers have not only been concerned about
environmental damage and safety of flower-farm
workers, but also developed Eurep-Gap, or Good
Agricultural Practice in flower and ornamental
plants. Consequently, there has been a rise in
the training of farmers in IPM techniques as
well as in the development and marketing of
IPM products targeting spider mites, thrips,
whiteflies, leafminers and aphids. In addition,
the Pest Products Control Board and the Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute (KARI) came
up with regulations on registration and use of
predators, biopesticides and semio-chemicals.
The entry of companies such as Elgon Kenya
in the trade on products and organisms used in
biological control of pests is seen as an additional
step towards enhancing the use of IPM techniques
in the country.
Even before the entry of Elgon Kenya, many
natural enemies of pests had been registered

Field officers explaining to farmers in Meru County during a field day how some of the IPM
products sold by Elgon Kenya Limited work

in the country. This included those that fight off
spider mites, leaf miner, white flies and aphids.
In addition, growers such as Homegrown Kenya
Ltd had embarked on mass production of natural
predators for their own use thereby replacing
the use of chemicals in rose growing. But not
every grower has the capacity to produce own
predators, which make the entry of commercial
players very important.
Kenya’s tropical climate offers suitable conditions
for widespread pest infestation. Some of the pests
like spider mites are difficult to eliminate using
chemicals because they hide on the undersides
of rose leaves thus making chemical spraying
ineffective. The use of IPM techniques is more
suitable because not only are growers able to
engage in rapid scouting for mites but they are
also able to determine whether the IPM technique
is effective by calculating the ratio of, say, spider
mites to the predatory organism introduced. An
added advantage is that when they are through
with killing off spider mites, some of the predatory
organisms are said to embark on attacking each
other leaving clean leaf surfaces.
Since 2002, the International Centre for Insect
Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE) has promoted
IPM in smallholder production of mangoes in
Maragua and Malindi. In Maragua, ICIPE worked
with Maragua Ridge Organic Mango Group.
While it is not possible to do away with
chemicals in flower production altogether,
the use of biological control methods, cultural
techniques as well as less toxic chemicals
complement each other to give growers the best
results.
Established in the 1956 as GD Brothers, the
company operated as Elgon Chemicals in the
1980s but was renamed Elgon Kenya Ltd in
2008. Though it deals mainly with agrichemicals’
distribution as well as manufacturing of packaging
materials and trading in hardware, the company
intends to make sale of biological solutions
for horticulture a significant component of its
business. In five years’ time, we hope the sale of
biological solutions will constitute between 25
and 30 per cent of our business. Elgon Kenya
Limited intends to be a ‘’one-stop shop’’ for IPM
solutions in the country.

Elgon Kenya
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Market

New market strategy

Elgon Kenya Limited Product Development Manager, Ashok Reddy

E

lgon Kenya Limited, is implementing
a new plan to diversify its business
in the regional market.
The firm is also targeting tea
and coffee sectors in addition to its
traditional horticulture market.
Business head in charge of agriculture, Mahesh
Sharma say, the company intends to consolidate
and expand its business in the local market before
widening its scope into other market segments
in the region.
Top managers say the company’s objective
is to exploit the region’s untapped agribusiness
market. The company’s Product Development
Manager, Ashok Reddy, says the company has
been distributing products to the floriculture
sector but now wants to expand to other
agriculture sub-sectors.
The new business plan is aimed at increasing
its operational network to reach 80 percent of
small scale farmers in the country. Ashok said the
organization has developed a comprehensive
business strategy to exploit the prospective
markets.
He outlined the supply of agricultural chemicals
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to coffee, tea among other agriculture subsectors
as the new areas his company is preparing to
exploit to increase its market share both locally
and in the region.
It has distributors in Tanzania, Uganda and
Ethiopia.
Over and above distributing farm inputs,
the company also manufacturers packaging
materials and irrigation equipments. “Our
desire is to be the leading company serving
the agriculture sector in terms agrochemical,
irrigation equipment and fertilizers in the entire
East African region. Our business agenda is being
driven by demand for agribusiness practice,
which is tremendously increasing owing to the
advancement of the sector,” he said.
Agriculture, Ashok said, is the backbone of the
regional economies. Hence, growth in agriculture
increases opportunities for various players.
“We have the strong confidence that the
market is not fully served even with the entry
of several competitors. Our strong point is that
we have observed the business and we have
understood our customers needs, he added.
The diversification business model falls within

the entire company strategy and also the idea
is prompted by the global business dynamic.
Sharma says the group will use Non Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and established farmers’
groups in addition to its existing network points
located in various parts of the country. “Before
strengthening other segments of the region’s
market, we will first employ more efforts in fully
exploiting the local potentials”, he said.
“We plan to widen our scope and cover
other agriculture subsectors such as coffee, tea,
pyrethrum, cotton and vegetable and fruits”.
Sharma said, Apart from working with other
players in enhancing the company’s range,
Sharma said the farmers will engage more
through fields and education days. They will be
educated through demonstration on application
of products in various locations in the country.
This will be in addition to enhancing the capacity
of the company’s technical personnel carrying
out distribution work.
“Our company’s intention is to reach out to
more customers in other economic sectors. This
is informed by the fact that farmers are in need of
agrochemical products, especially in the period
of climate change”, said Sharma
OPPORTUNITY
The farmers, he said, want more quality
products to boost production and quality. Decline
in yields, he said, has for long denied farmers the
opportunity to maximize their returns. They have
also lost their share in the local and international
markets.
Due to the emergence of the adverse effects of
the climate change, we have developed products
which farmers can use and protect their crops
against effects of the global warming among
other effects, he added.
Production in the coffee sector has been
dwindling in the last two decades. Poor coffee
husbandry and lack of agrochemicals to
protect the crop against effects of the climate
change are the causes of volumes declining,
however the prices of the crops have been
picking up, with farmers earning between
Khs.100 and Khs.150 per kilogramme of clean
coffee.

Seeds

Certified Seeds from
Elgon Kenya Limited
consists of field and bin inspection, pre and post
control tests and seed quality tests (FAO, 1969,
Delonche and Potts, 1971).

Why Certified Seeds?

BY SABALI KIGANANE

E

lgon Kenya is a licensed seed
merchant by KEPHIS (Kenya Plant
Health Inspectorate Services) that
started its seed operation in 2009
and it trades on vegetable seeds
from formal source-hybrids and OPVs (Open
Pollinated Varieties). Our seeds are obtained from
leading global companies like Kaneko SeedsJapan, Indo-America-India and Durga Seed
amongst many others.
In Kenya other sources are informal; Seeds
retained from production which is not certified
and also retained seeds by farmers.
While importing our seeds we fully comply by
the given regulations and code of conduct under
CAP 326 –Seed and Plant Variety Act.

Varieties
Elgon has the popular Coriander/Dhania
Improved and Multicut, famous Red Creole
and Bombay Red Onions, Bunching OnionsFuyuwaka, Kinzo, Natsuguro,Tomatoes-OP &
F1, Watermelons-Sugar baby & Cremson sweet,
Sweet/hot peppers, Okra- Pusa Sawani, Eggplant–
Black beauty ball F1,French Beans-Slender green
2, Cauliflower-Snowball super1, Radish-Chetki 11,
Carrots-Nantes Early, Nantes Royal,Cabbages-F1
and OPVs and Spinach-Palak 09.

Seed Certification
A legally sanctioned system for quality control
of seed multiplication and production which

Certified seed is pure, clean, full and uniform in
size, and has a minimum germination rate of 85%.
Use of certified seeds leads to healthy seedlings that
grow faster and uniformly, and resist pests better.
Treated seed is defined as seed that is given
an application of a pesticide or subjected to a
process designed to reduce, control, and repel
disease organisms, insects, or other pests that
attack seed or seedlings. This includes control of
pests while seed is in storage and after planting.
All seeds imported are pre- treated with
pesticides and thus can: Improve stand quality;
Increase yields; Increase return on investment.

yields, and/or lower food or feed quality. Effective
seed pest management should not rely on any
one method of control; rather use coordinated
use of multiple tactics -IPM (time of planting,
cultivar selection, etc.).

Ideal chemical seed treatment
•

Types of fungicidal seed treatments
•
Seed disinfestation - killing of spores,

Seed pests
•

harmless to seed (no phytotoxicity); stable
for relatively long periods of time before
planting; provide an even coating to
seed; adhere well without giving a dull or
unattractive appearance; does not impair
seed flow in planting equipment; inexpensive
and registered for its intended use

•
•

mycelia, or propagules of microorganisms
on seed surface.
Seed disinfection – elimination
of pathogen that has penetrated into living
cells of seed (e.g. smut or bunt).
Seed protection – application to
protect seed from pathogens in the soil
(damping-off ).
A systemic fungicide
may provide post-emergence protection
(powdery mildew).

Training and field demonstration
Fungi and bacteria that cause seed
rots and decays, seedling blights, and
smuts.
• Soil insects, such as seed maggot
and wire worms
• Storage insects, including weevils,
moth larvae, and beetles.
• Birds and rodents that eat stored or
planted seed and young seedlings.

Elgon Kenya Limited undertakes training and
field demonstration as a key tool of sustaining its
esteemed clientele; we focus training to stockist
and end users on Good Agricultural Practices
(GAP) in a structured time line.
We further interact through various Agricultural
Training Centre (ATC) field demonstration; fairs,
Farmers Field Days and interaction via audio and
visual media.
We manage to explain/exhibit the true traits of
our growing seeds and prove the distinction and
true characteristics.

Pests and principles of management
Control of a particular pest is considered only
when economic damage will occur. Economic
damage is the amount of loss in yield or quality
justifies the cost of control. Seed treatment
is used in anticipation of economic damage
and Pesticides are applied to protect against
pathogens and pests that impair stands, reduce

Our future
To reaffirm our commitment we intend to
venture into field crops and we have ongoing
trials that once they are released, all our reputable
end users will be made aware of their availability
in the market. Our portfolio will soon widen to
satisfy the demand of our clients.

Elgon Kenya
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Pictorial

Elgon Kenya Limited stand at Nairobi International Trade Fair, 2011

One of the knapsack sprayers sold by Elgon Kenya Limited

Elgon Kenya Limited staff Mr Mangesh Haldavanekar shows how

Elgon Kenya field officers explaining to farmers in Meru County how knapsack sprayers works.
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Pictorial

Visitors at Elgon Kenya Limited stand during the Nairobi International Trade Fair,
2011

w drip irrigation works at Nairobi International Trade Fair, 2011

Elgon Kenya Limited stockists training in Mwea

Elgon Kenya Head of Communications, Nelson Maina (L) giving information brochures to farmers in Meru County during a field day

Elgon Kenya
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Pictorial

1
4

5

2

6

3
Mwea stockists Seminar

1.
Pradeep Singh explaining a point to the stockists
2,3, 4. Stockists follow the proceedings keenly
5.
Mount Kenya Region manager Francis Kabiru
explaining how some of the products work.
6.
Sarah Bibo also has a word with the stockists.
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Training

Stockists
training
This year, Elgon Kenya Limited has launched
a series of stockists’ training set to be
undertaken in the major agriculture regions.
The training was introduced to enhance
the company’s product knowledge, as
well as cement the relationship with the
retailers. “The stockists need to identify and
bond with us more than before to make
them feel a part of us”, said Mount Kenya
region field manager, Francis Kabiru, a lead
trainer. “It also seeks to identify where
stockists feel we are stronger or weaker for
easier intervention”, he added. Key among
the objectives of the interaction with the
stockists include;
•
Popularize our products with the
stockists so as to give them strong
and selling points for our products
for easier explanation to farmers when

Mount Kenya Region manager Francis Kabiru explaining how some of the products work.

•
•
•

they encounter challenges.
Officially launch new products like
Cupravit or Agroleaf to the stockists.
Indentify and know the company staff
for easier interaction.
Get feedback on the feeling of

New injection moulding
factory installed

I

n its effort to increase its income channels
and offer wholistic solutions to farmers,
Elgon Kenya, the regional manufacturer
of packaging materials and distributor of
various agro-chemical products, launched
its new product line focusing on the manufacture
of plastics, baskets and plastics crates.
The development has seen the company invest
Ksh 100 million in a new injection moulding
department.
The new range of products that are
manufactured at the firm’s new plastic packaging
line has not only expanded the company but also
increased employment opportunities that are
available to more than a hundred people.
The introduction of the plastic line is aimed
at tapping the opportunities created by the
increasing demand for plastic crates as well as the
shift to modern farming techniques.
Our products are not only environmentally
friendly but also pocket friendly. The change
from metal and paper packaging materials has

over the years created a huge demand for plastic
crates and buckets and our assessments reveals
that the existing capacity cannot adequately
cater for the growing markets, ‘says Mr Kantaria,
the firm’s CEO, adding that the company would
adhere to high production standards because it
employs the latest manufacturing technology
in the production of goods which enhances the
brand position.
A one stop shop is what the company is
focusing on, with agricultural products ranging
from seeds to tools already in place, the need for
having the plastic crates and buckets presents
a complete package to the farmer. The other
market is the lubricant sector and the feedback
is quite positive,” says the company’s Public
Relations manager, Mr Nelson Maina.
The plastic line follows the company’s
earlier launch of the new irrigation systems in
partnership with NaanDanjain one of the worlds
leading agriculture technology firms. All the
products feature the “Elgon” trade mark.

•

farmers about our products,
packaging, efficacy, price, reaction
with crops etc.
Gather market intelligence and
information on market trends and
opportunities.

Ksh 50 million for
cartons factory
Elgon Kenya Limited has invested
more than Ksh50 million in the carton
division through purchase of new and
faster corrugators machine B and C flute
with the latest technology -fingerless
machine. This has boosted production
capacity by 40%. In addition, the
company has upgraded the Ming Wei
four colour printing with online rottery
die cutting and auto stacker resulting in
a 30 % increase in production.
The expansion of the cartons division
is informed by increased demand for
quality packaging materials by the fast
growing horticulture industry.
The investment seeks to improve
services to customers by injecting
on time delivery and better quality
products.

Elgon Kenya
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Awards

Elgon Kenya Limited shines at Ernst
& Young Entrepreneur Awards 2011

E

lgon Kenya Limited, a
leading distributor of
agrochemicals, seeds
and fertilizers, was
feted at the recent
Ernst & Young Entrepreneur Of The
Year 2011.
The company, a leading supplier
of agriculture inputs and farmer
extension services with presence
in the eastern African region, was a
finalist in the Master Class category
of honours organized by Ernst and
Young.
Other companies honoured
together with Elgon Kenya are
regional giants Equity Bank and
Bidco Oil Refineries.
Award
“The company was judged on
several factors including vision,
strategy, financials, community
impact and leadership. The judges
were very impressed with our
growth model and commended us
on our strategy on being the primary
agricultural inputs company in East
Africa,” said Kantaria.
He said his company recognition
was also based on the increasing
appreciation of agriculture sector
as a sustainable pillar of the region
economy and a solution of poverty
facing residents. Elgon Kenya is also
certified ISO 9000: 2000 since 1999
and also is British Retail Consortium
SGS certified.
Kantaria says, “Kenya is an
agriculturally rich country that can
easily feed itself provided sound
policies and management of its
abundant resources mainly soil and
water are employed.”
All that farmers require is
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extension services and access to
key inputs such as technology
and quality seed” he says. Elgon
Kenya limited is the local agent for
Israel based NaanDanJain Limited,
the leading global provider of
customized irrigation solutions
operating in more than 100
countries worldwide.
By introducing NaanDanJain
irrigation technology to the region
to the region, Elgon Kenya seeks
to bring Israel’s world recognized
best agricultural technologies,
said Kantaria adding that the
objective is to develop tailor-made
irrigation technologies that have
seen Israel, a tiny country with no
water of its own, grow into the
world’s agricultural technology
showcase, and a leading exporter
of agricultural produce and
technology.
As Kenya embarks on vision 2030,
agriculture, the mainstay of the
country’s economy responsible for
51 percent of productivity must be
developed in line with the vision.
It is with this in mind that
Elgon Kenya is introducing a
new division that will align its
business with the targets of the

Bimal Kantaria, director Elgon Kenya Limited

government and private sector
approach to handle agriculture
as a business as we move away
from the traditional subsistence
approach.” Irrigated farming is

The judges were very impressed with our
growth model and commended us on our
strategy of being the primary agricultural
inputs company in East Africa - Bimal
Kantaria.

going to play a vital role in
developed countries’ and Kenya
being quite advanced, only needs
to take its agriculture to the next
level by incorporating the latest
development he added.

“Kenya is already advanced in
green house farming and only
needs to make the practice a
culture at all levels for both local
and export produce, which we seek
to support”, he reiterated.Elgon
Kenya Limited is the local agent for
Israel based NaanDanJain Limited,
the leading global provider of
customed irrigation solutions
operating in more than 100
countries worldwide.

Awards
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Hardware

What kind of “hardware”
do you deal with?
and from Kajiado through to Isiolo.
The common denominator for our success:
service.
We set ourselves apart from our
competitors, some of whom have been in the
field for at least half a century, by providing
our customers with a door to door service.
No longer do our customers wait more than
72 hours for delivery of goods ordered: raise a
finger, indicate your order and we will deliver
the goods to you at a reasonable price in the
most efficient manner.
So what do we supply?
This can be broken down into a few simple
sections:

Nishal Sodha, Director

W

e get asked this question a
lot at Global Hardware Ltd.
For our parent company’s
(Elgon Kenya Ltd.) first
newsletter, we thought
it would make sense to attempt to answer this
question.
At Global Hardware Ltd. we deal in ‘construction’
as well as ‘finishing’ related hardware items. Yes, this
does mean that computer hardware is not our forte!
Barely 21 months old at the end of February
2012, Global Hardware has fast become a name
on the lips of hardware traders, NGOs, farmers as
well as constructions companies from Narok all
the way to Bungoma, from Kakamega to Kitale
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Wood products
For any wood related items, we’re your onestop shop: plywoods, veneers, blockboards,
marine plywoods, MDF boards and particle
boards etc. The quality of our wood products
cannot be matched in the local market and
hence we exceed customer expectations in this
field.
Wire products
Chicken wires, galvanized plain wires, binding
wires, green gauze, galvanized gauze, coffee tray
etc – you name it, we’ve got it.
Roofing
Aluminium roofing sheets, galvanized iron
sheets, roofing and ordinary nails, all forms of

steel products (including specialized steels),
hoop iron etc. Fast moving ‘consumables’ in the
construction industry can be acquired from us.
General Hardware and Agricultural tools
Knapsack sprayers, Jembes, pangas, sickles,
slashers etc in addition to all forms of iron
mongery products are available from us.
Hand in hand with Elgon Kenya Ltd. Global
strives to provide customers of the group with a
total solution to their needs.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch with
Rikim, Sanjay, Puneet or Jyoti – all on hand to be
of service to you.

Weak shilling was a blessing to farmers

SIAN ROSES

Workers at Subati Roses attending to flowers; crops that recorded good earnings in 2011 include coffee, tea and horticulture

W

hile the weak, shilling
wreaked
havoc
on
importers of goods and
consumers in 2011, it was a
big boom to farmers who
reaped handsomely from export earnings. The
margins of exchange between the dollar and the
shilling were the best farmers have had for years.
The inflation rate has risen from as low as three
percent to 18.7 per cent by September 2010,
largely driven by the rising prices of food and
energy. The interest rates increased from four
peer cent in April to as high as 30 per cent.
Even as sectors depending on imports cried
foul over the volatile shilling farmers has reason
to smile as exchange rates worked in their favour.
Crops that recorded good earnings in 2011
include coffee, tea and horticulture. It was a year
that earnings hit an all time high for the three
sectors.
Bimal Kantaria, a director of Elgon Kenya, says
the weakening of the Kenya shilling has been a
windfall to the horticulture sector.
Kantara pointed out that the economy has
been resilient with double edge impacts.” If you
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look at the export sector, things are not too bad.
Horticulture, coffee and tea have earned better
returns this year and the outlook is not too dim,
‘he said.
Elgon Kenya distributes farming inputs for
coffee, tea, pyrethrum, cotton, vegetable and
fruits among others.
Kantaria was speaking after the company
won the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the
Year award for its contribution in agriculture
development in East Africa. He said the
depreciation of the shilling saw sectors such as
coffee make big strides forward.
Although it is not good news for the importers,
obviously the tea and coffee sector are
expriencing revival “ he said.
The Coffee Board of Kenya indicates that the
county earned Ksh 26 billion from export of the
commodity in 2010 /11 up from Ksh 6 billion the
previous year.
The Board chief executive officer Loise Njeru
projects that sector’s export earnings will up by
seven per cent in the 2011/12 season. The growth
is pegged on high international prices, increased
volumes, and high demand in emerging markets.

Agriculture
Permanent
Secretary
Dr.
Romano Kiome while addressing a coffee stake
holder’s forum said the current earnings at the
international markets are expected to persist.
The boom has taken back farmers to their
bushes after the earning hit between Ksh 90 and
Ksh 150 depending on quality and the factory
that produces the commodity.
The good earnings have seen farmers in Mount
Kenya region give the crop attention after years
of neglect due to poor pay.
Although tea exports in 2011 were expected
to decrease to 365 million kg. from the previous
year’s 399 million kg the earnings saw an increase
of nine per cent ranking in “Ksh 106 billion.
Tea is the second highest foreign incomer
earner in Kenya after tourism.
The Tea Board of Kenya managing director
Sicily Kariuki attributes the good earnings to
favourable exchange rate against a high demand
for the product. “ Owing to improved prices
coupled with depreciating Kenyan shilling against
the dollar, the total export earnings is expected to
reach a record high of Kshs. 106 billion,” she said.

